B. Palier co-director of LIEPP

Since October 1st, 2014, Bruno Palier has taken the role of co-director of LIEPP, along with Etienne Wasmer, following the departure of Cornelia Woll.

CNRS Researcher at Sciences Po (Centre d’études européennes), Bruno Palier is focusing on welfare reforms in Europe, and is currently conducting various comparative projects. He notably co-animated "Socio-fiscal Policies" Research Group at LIEPP. This Research Group will keep on its activities under the supervision and impulsions of Clément Carbonnier and Nathalie Morel. To know more about Bruno Palier, take a look at his profile on our website, or on the website of Centre d’Études européennes at Sciences Po.

Cornelia Woll leaves the co-direction of LIEPP, after dedicating herself to the project, from its first blueprint in 2010 until the end of her 3-year-long mandate. Her remarkable knowledge of the academic research field and of Sciences Po, as well as her experience as the Deputy Scientific Director of Sciences Po were priceless to set up the Research Center and promote the dialog between disciplines. Cornelia Woll will devote herself to MaxPo, another high level research center, for which she succeeded in getting funding with a prestigious partner, the Max Planck institute. Cornelia Woll acts as a co-director of Maxpo, along with Olivier Godechot.

Etienne Wasmer will keep on leading LIEPP along with Bruno Palier. Find here the speech he addressed to LIEPP members at the beginning of the academic year (in French).
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